
EASTERN EUROPE  Name    Net worth     Sector

 Viktor Kislyi

 $1bn

  Computer games

 Leonid Mikhelson

 $18bn
  Gas

 Gennady Timchenko

 $15.7bn
  Energy, transport,  

       infrastructure

 Vladimir Lisin

 $15.1bn
  Steel, transport

 Alisher Usmanov

 $14.7bn
  Steel, telecoms

 Arkadiy Dobkin

 Wealth unknown

  Software

Minsk-born Kislyi (40) is the founder and major 
shareholder of the Wargaming group of compa-
nies, one of the rare global success stories to 
have originated in Belarus. His Cyprus-head-
quartered group now has 15 offices and 4,000 
employees worldwide, and its games are played 
by more than 150mn players.

Mikhelson (61) is the chairman of the indepen-
dent Russian gas company Novatek and of the 
Sibur gas processing and petrochemical com-
pany, for which his partner in both is billion-
aire Gennady Timchenko. After the fall of the 
Soviet Union he acquired a stake in a privatised 
pipeline construction company from which he 
formed Novatek to secure licences to explore 
for natural gas. 

Timchenko (64) is the founder and owner of the 
private investment group Volga Group, which 
specialises in energy, transport and infrastruc-
ture. His wealth came mainly from oil and gas, 
from his former 43% stake in international 
energy trader Gunvor Group, and stakes in 
independent gas company Novatek, petrochem-
ichal producer Sibur Holding, railway operator 
Transoil and the STG Group construction firm. 

Lisin (60) is the chairman and majority share-
holder of the NLMK steel company, and also 
controls Universal Cargo Logistics Holding, 
which owns railway operator First Cargo, and 
some ports and shipping companies. 

The largest holding today of Uzbekistan-
born Usmanov (63) is his stake in iron ore 
and steel company Metalloinvest.  He is also 
co-owner of Russia's second-largest mobile 
telephone operator MegaFon, holds a stake 
in Arsenal Football Club, and in China’s 
electronic commerce company JD.com and 
low-cost smartphone maker Xiaomi. 

Arkadiy Dobkin (56) founded EPAM Systems in  
the Belarusian capital of Minsk in 1993, which  
has since grown into a global software engi-
neering giant listed on the NYSE and employing 
around 17,000 people in his homeland.
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 Vladimir Potanin 

 $13.9bn

  Metals

 Vagit Alekperov

 $13.6bn 

  Oil

 Andrey Melnichenko

 $12.9bn 

  Finance, fertilisers,  
      coal, energy

 Viktor Vekselberg 

 $12.7bn 

  Aluminium, oil, energy, 
      telecoms

 Mikhail Prokhorov 

 $8.8bn 

  Aluminium, electricity, 
      finance, media

 Mikhail Gutseriev  

 $6.5bn 

  Oil, finance, media,  
       hotels, warehouses

 Sergey Galitsky  

 $6.4bn 

  Retail

Potanin (56) made his fortune by acquiring 
Norilsk Nickel in the controversial 1995 loans-
for-shares programme. Potanin owns 30% 
in Norilsk Nickel, as well as pharmaceutical 
company Petrowax, and heads the Interros 
conglomerate, which has large stakes in mining, 
metals, energy, finance, retail, real estate and 
other sectors.

Azerbaijan-born Vagit Alekperov (66) has been 
president of the leading independent Russian 
oil company Lukoil since 1993. He rose steadily 
through the ranks of different Soviet Russian oil 
and gas companies before becoming the young-
est ever deputy oil and gas minister in 1990.

Melnichenko (45) co-founded MDM Bank in 1993 
at the age of 21, and also co-founded steel pipe 
producer TMK, selling the stake in 2004 on the 
LSE. Today Melnichenko’s portfolio is diversified 
between majority stakes in fertiliser producer 
Eurochem, coal producer SUEK, and power 
generator SGK.

Vekselberg (60) is owner and president of the 
Renova Group conglomerate, with interests in 
aluminium, oil, energy, telecoms and other sec-
tors.He also has a stake in UC Rusal, and also 
received $7bn in cash when he and his partners 
sold their 50% stake in joint oil venture TNK-BP 
to state-owned Rosneft in 2013. 

Prokhorov (51) made his initial fortune in pre-
cious metals following the 2008 sale of his stake 
in metals giant Norilsk Nickel. He holds stakes 
in Russian aluminum, power, insurance, banking 
and media companies, and also owns the US 
basketball team the Brooklyn Nets. 

Gutseriev (59) was forced to flee Russia in 2008 
to avoid being jailed like Mikhail Khodorkovsky 
for interfering in politics. But after negotiating a 
peace deal with the Kremlin, he returned in 2010 
and now his empire includes oil group Russneft, 
banks, pension funds, a radio station, the iconic 
National Hotel in Moscow and almost a third of 
the warehouses in the capital. 

Galitsky entered the retail business in the early 
1990s and immediately after the 1998 financial 
crisis he opened the first Magnit grocery store. 
Since 2000 it has became Russia’s largest retail 
chain with 14,000 stores, and was valued at 
$1.9bn in its 2006 IPO.
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 Oleg Deripaska 

 $5.4bn

  Aluminium, cars, finance

 Rinat Akhmetov

 $4.2bn
  Metals

 Victor Pinchuk

 $1.1bn
  Steel products

  Petro Poroshenko 

 $1bn
  Confectionery,  

       manufacturing,  
       agriculture, finance, 
       media

 Arkady Rotenberg

 $2.8bn

  Construction, pipes,  
      finance

 Alexander Mamut

 $2.5bn

  Finance

Deripaska inherited Siberian Aluminum from 
Roman Abramovich and expanded it into Rusal. 
He has since accumulated many assets includ-
ing the GAZ automobile works, the Ingosstrakh 
insurance company, as well as agricultural, 
energy and aviation assets. He intends to raise 
$2bn from an IPO of his EN+ energy company  
in London.

Akhmetov (50) bought up mining assets during 
privatisations in the 1990s, taking over three 
quarters of Ukraine’s largest private company 
Metinvest Group, and founding SCM, a major 
financial and industrial holding. However, since 
February he has lost control of dozens of pro-
duction facilities and enterprises of Metinvest 
and his DTEK energy company to rebels in East 
Ukraine.

Pinchuk (56) founded Interpipe, Ukraine’s lead-
ing producer of steel products, a year before 
the 1991 Soviet collapse, later branching out 
into the media under former president (and fa-
ther-in-law) Leonid Kuchma. However, his core 
business Interpipe is now saddled with heavy 
debts after losing all of its business in Russia 
following Moscow’s 2014 annexation of Crimea. 

Poroshenko (51) purchased several confection-
ery plants, uniting them in 1995 in the Roshen 
confectionery company, which earned him the 
nickname of 'Chocolate King'. He also has 
assets in manufacturing, shipbuilding, agri-
culture, finance, and media, though since he 
became the country’s president in 2014, all of 
these are now  officially under a blind trust.

A longtime friend and judo sparring partner of 
President Vladimir Putin, Rotenberg (65) is the 
co-owner of energy construction group SGM. 
He also  owns 80% of the Minudobreniya nitric 
fertiliser producer and is an indirect stakeholder 
in Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Airport.

Mamut (57) has built up a series of holdings 
in the financial sector, and has had stakes in 
fertiliser Uralkali, mining company Polymetal , 
Troika-Dialog investment bank and Ingosstra-
kh insurance company, construction company 
PIK Group, Evroset  mobile phone chain and 
cellular operator Megafon. He is also the owner 
of internet company Rambler & Co and British 
bookstore chain Waterstone's. 
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